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iB Language Classes does not only teach you the foreign language but also gives you career guidance such 

as, where you can work after completing your course, What are the companies have openings in foreign 

language, in what sectors you can make your career on behalf of Foreign Language. Thus, We aim to place 

all our students in top most brand companies in all around the world.

Many of our students have already been placed in multinational companies and they all are being paid a 

handsome salary in starting itself. There are job opportunities in bulk for foreign language professionals.

Once you are done with your course and you are able to speak a foreign language fluently, So it brings rain of 

jobs upon you, there are more than 10 sectors where you can make your career which include

●     ● ● Language  translator  Language Interpreter   Travel guide&Escort 

● ●  Language trainer in a company   Language teacher in an Institution, School or College

Moreover you can join a BPO/KPO where you get decent salary and incentives on your performance.

Our course module is completely designed as per industry requirement, We are highly focused on one’s 

Language speaking, detailed reading and writing. We do not give you academic classes but also some 

professional trainings which will be useful for you when you walk in for the interviews. We completely 

empower language  professionals not only students. We keep giving you day to day training and a kind of 

internship.

Few of our current placement partners are as below and we are aiming to add many more in coming 

months.

1. I-Energiser   2.  Wipro       3.  Amazon   4. Concentrix 

5. LBF Travel   6. Seminal Research Pvt Ltd 7. Tour Tata   8. Tech Mahindra 

9. Ford     10. Jindal Steel     11. Thomas Cook  12. E-Profit Booster 

13. Our Education  14. Lingual Consultancies Pvt Ltd.

All above mentioned companies are the huge employers of Language speaking professionals, Thus, one 

can see a bright future in Foreign  language and quickly learn the language to get benefited of the language 

and it’s opportunities.
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